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Today’s Weather: Partly cloudy, low of
54°, high of 83°. Water temperature: 79°
(Irwin swam yesterday).
Sunrise: 5:35am Sunset: 8:10pm
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Free

Ever-Changing Summer
by PJ Murphy

Belknap: some say it is the best place of Hank Adams guides the knife to seon Earth. But the Belknap as we know lect a person to stack.” Jackson Frampton
it has not always been the same. To start reports that its underuse is largely due
off, camp has not always been here at the to its being forgotten. It is possible that
location we know and love. It used to be the Magic Cup stacking signal was born
located on an island across the Broads, from Excalibur.
called Timber Island, until 1907. From
Speaking of cups, we’ve got new ones.
that location, you could see Mount Belk- Our old ones were a beautiful tan color
nap, which is where we got our name and resembled teacups, with a handle
from.
and everything. The
Woodcraft is anothnew ones are much
er part of camp that has
different, but fit the
changed over time since
same amount of liqit was brought to camp in
uid. Kitchen ADH
1920 by Ernest ThompJordan Seyler reports
son Seton. Band Reports
that the reason for this
used to be comprised of
is that “the new cups
wildlife sightings and
run through the dishWoodcraft
in
the
1930s
simple reports of “All
washer much better.”
here Chief.” In the 1970s, Leaders startYou may be reading this in the Dining
ed adding comedy and songs, and Band Hall, and may be able to look and see the
Reports started to resemble the skits we expansion that we refer to as The Annex.
know today. Before long, almost every The Annex was built because the state of
cabin was delivering a Band Repot, and New Hampshire updated their fire codes
so Chief Tom Giggi and his council insti- and capacity laws, changing the number
tuted “Divisional Band Reports” that we of people permitted in a building per
know today.
square foot. Last year, we used the tent to
Another thing that has changed is the fit all of camp, but this year we were able
use of Excalibur. a mystical and perfectly to build a permanent and more inclusive
balanced knife used as a stacking signal. addition.
According to Rat Dog, “Legend says that
Not all of the changes are in the Dining
Excalibur was pulled from the depths of Hall. On Main Dock, the sign that reads
the mooring field in 1930, and the spirit “Camp Belknap NH” is not the original:

Mr Blinks
by Arnar Thor

Our Session Three writers, Chuck and PJ

MOORING FIELD - He who
provides the guiding light is he who
must be bowed to.
Just who - or what - is the mythical figure Mr. Blinks, the one who
beckons us towards deeper water?
Words around the pines are chock
full of rumors and unsubstantiated

Hank Adams

the old one lives in the Junior Lodge,
which is also home to some other cool
pieces of Belknap artifacts. The Main
Dock itself is new as of 2015, after the
old dock suffered structural failures and
had to be closed for a summer. Can you
imagine a summer without Main Dock?
Construction crews worked through the
winter, ice, and freezing waters to build
the dock new be ready for the following
summer.
It’s clear that change has always been
a part of Belknap history, and there are
surely more to come. Maybe that’s what
makes Belknap so great, and able to survive for 116 years and counting. It is still
the best place on Earth.
conjecture. I seek the truth. I seek Mr.
Blinks.
Is he the one running the underground
dessert-loaning hustle? Skimming 12% of
the frosting off of each S’Mores Cake passed
around in shady ping-pog deals?
Or is he just a misunderstood idealist,
a beacon of light in the darkened moonlit
night that is this life of mine?
I seek to know. Write me at 11 Chase
Point Road with any tips you’ve got.
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Razoos and Rumblings
Your One-Stop Spot for All the Hip, Hop and Happenings Around Belknap

More Changes at Belknap
by Chuck Calabrese
TUFTONBORO - The Junior Division has changed their showers, toilets,
urinals – the whole Scollege. They’ve
also moved cabins around and made a
new basketball and tennis court. The
Div also has new leaders: Jack Carroll,
Flynn Erickson and Jackson Frampton
joined veteran leaders Austin Coyne,
Peter Marshall, and Jack Reaney.
I spoke with Austin Coyne, Junior
DH, to get a rundown of all the changes that Juniors have seen this year. “Aw
man, so many great changes to the div.
First off, there are no more cars in the
div, which is great. They rearranged the
cabins to give it a more communal vibe,
which I dig. We have a new scollege,
new courts, a new firepit, new grass,
new trees, they moved the lodge. We
really like it.”
The new basketball court is much nicer than the old one. There are also woodchips instead of dirt, which is much
better. Runaway balls don’t roll quite as
fast down the division. Street Hockey
on the new court is great because there
are proper lines and nets specifically for
hockey.
The coolest part of the new Juniors,

The new Junior Scollege under construction in the spring of 2019

according to this reporter, is the scollege. It features four shower stalls, composting toilets, waterless urinals, and the
ability to create a men’s and women’s
side for change day and offseason events.
The toilets and urinals will help reduce
our water usage, which is good for the
environment. The best part is that the
Junior Scollege will be the model for future scolleges for all divisions.
The showers get warm quick and the
hot water lasts! I don’t feel like I need
to wear flip flops because the floors are
clean and not slimy. I feel like I actual-

ly get clean, which is helped by the fact
that Juniors are able to shower more frequently.
I’m not a big fan of the new toilets,
because it can take long to pre-flush,
and sometimes a boy’s just gotta go.
Still, they’re pretty solid for our solids.
The new Scollege building is fresh,
clean and beautiful. We see of Scollege
field trippers – I can’t wait til the other
Divisions get their own new Scolleges!
The campers and leaders appear to be
liking the changes. “From what I’m seeing, they love it,” says Coyne.

Quinn’s Word of the Day:

widdershins (adverb)
1. in a direction contrary to the sun’s course, considered as
unlucky; counterclockwise
“Governor Kucinich, be sure to tell the team to bring their
gear, we don’t want them hurting their widdershins.”
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